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Abstract: Currently, the methods to identify leather materials have limitations, and identifying
natural leather types is also relatively complex. In this research, the microstructures of four types
of mammalian leathers (cattle leather, pig leather, sheep leather, and deer leather), three kinds
of reptilian leathers (crocodile leather, lizard leather, and snake leather) and regenerated leather
were characterized by scanning electron microscopy. The spectral curves (from 900 to 1700 nm)
of these leather samples were extracted using a hyperspectral imaging system, and their spectral
characteristics were analyzed. A method of leather identification by the hyperspectral imaging
system combined with chemometrics was established. The results showed that the spectral curves
of natural and regenerated leather differed in the number, position, and depth of the characteristic
peaks, enabling the classification of regenerated leather by comparative analysis with the naked eye.
The first-order derivative processing–principal component analysis–discriminant analysis model
achieved a 98% correct classification rate, confirming the hyperspectral imaging system’s feasibility
in the leather material identification field. We believe that his research is beneficial for the leather
industry to understand the classifications scientifically, in order to protect consumer rights and further
develop the leather testing industry.

Keywords: hyperspectral imaging; natural leather; regenerated leather; material identification;
discriminant analysis

1. Introduction

Leather products and materials are generally classified as natural leather, artificial
leather, and regenerated leather [1]. Among them, natural leather is made from raw animal
skin through dehairing and degreasing, acid and alkali treatment, tanning, and finishing,
and a series of processes after processing, according to the source of species. Natural leather
can be divided into mammals, reptiles, and fish [2] and is highly sought after by consumers
due to its excellent performance; natural leather is widely used in apparel, accessories,
and home textiles [3,4]. However, the leather market has been chaotic for a long time, and
the authenticity of leather products and their labelling properties have always been the
focus of attention of consumers, the media, and quality inspection departments [5]. Rare
animal skins that are illegally made into luxury leather goods also cause a severe loss of
biodiversity [6]. Therefore, the identification of leather materials is also a research hotspot
in the leather and textile industry.

Currently, the main identification methods for leather materials are the sensory identi-
fication method, chemical analysis, microscopic method, infrared spectroscopy, and DNA
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identification method [7–9]. The identification technology of natural and artificial leather is
relatively mature [10]. Unfortunately, the method for applying regenerated leather is re-
stricted, and it might be challenging to distinguish between different kinds of natural leather.
The identification methods used at this stage have limitations such as a certain degree of
sample damage or the inability to meet the efficiency requirements of online testing [11]. In
summary, the establishment of an efficient and universal, non-destructive, and accurate
digital leather identification method is the key to breaking through the dilemma.

In recent years, image processing technology has become an essential identification
technique in various fields [12]. Hyperspectral imaging technology (HIT) is the most
representative, which has the advantage of “image and spectrum in one”, with high reso-
lution, continuous channels, more wavebands, and more vital discriminatory ability [13].
HIT originated in remote sensing and has since been widely used in many fields such
as feature identification [14,15], environmental monitoring [16,17], agricultural quality
inspection [18,19], medical diagnosis [20,21], and criminal forensic investigation [22,23].

In the past few decades, the application of HIT in the textile and leather inspection
industries has gained importance, mainly including research on cotton impurity detection,
textile material composition identification, textile color measurement, and leather defect
detection. Guo et al. used hyperspectral imaging to detect the surface and inner impuri-
ties of carded cotton, making a breakthrough in textile inspection through hyperspectral
imaging technology [24]. Mustafic et al. solved the problem of lint impurity classification
by using hyperspectral imaging technology, with an average classification rate of 90% [25].
Jin et al. established a discriminative analysis model with an accuracy of 96.78% based on
hyperspectral imaging technology for the qualitative analysis and identification of textile
material components; they confirmed the feasibility of applying hyperspectral imaging tech-
nology to the qualitative identification of textile components [26]. Li et al. investigated the
hyperspectral data of single-component fabric components and established a classification
model with better recognition rate and stability by the local hold algorithm descending and
the KNN classifier [27]. Zhang et al. measured 210 cotton swatch colors using a hyperspec-
tral imaging system, and the results showed that the experimental results were reproducible
and could be used in color measurement [28]. Chen et al. proposed a hyperspectral leather
defect detection algorithm capable of automated grading based on hyperspectral imaging
technology for the surface detection of blue wet leather defects [29]. However, there is little
related research on identifying leather materials by hyperspectral imaging technology, and
researchers have not profoundly explored the potential of combining the two.

This study investigated the viability of completing leather material identification
through a hyperspectral imaging system, which has rarely been used before. The natural
and regenerated leather spectral characteristics were analyzed by the original reflection
spectra. In addition, a leather material identification method based on a hyperspectral
imaging system and chemometrics was established, confirming the feasibility of the appli-
cation and development of hyperspectral imaging technology in the field of leather material
identification as it is a digital and non-destructive approach for leather classification. This
research is essential for advancing the leather testing business and safeguarding consumer
rights in the leather market.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Different kinds of mammalian, reptilian, and regenerated leather sources were used
for the experiments. The sources of the samples and their identification were provided by
the Quality Inspection Institute of Zhejiang Light Industry (Hangzhou, China), and the
leather samples are shown in Figure 1. The selected regenerated leather, also known as
“leather bran paper”, was leather fiber cardboard.
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Figure 1. The leather samples.

2.2. Structure Characterization by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The instrument used in this experiment was a JSM-5610LV tungsten filament scanning
electron microscope from Nippon Electron (Tokyo, Japan). The leather samples were cut
to the appropriate size for the SEM carrier table, and then the cut leather sample pieces
were fixed in order on the carrier table with conductive adhesive. The order of the various
leather samples was recorded for subsequent observation. The carrier table was placed
in the coater (JFC-3000FC), and the 20 mA current was selected for gold spraying for 60 s.
The plated samples were placed in the sample compartment, and the cross-sections of the
leather samples were observed by scanning electron microscopy. The cross-sectional SEM
image of the leather sample was obtained by selecting the photographed area and adjusting
the magnification, focus, and dispersion.

2.3. Experimental Instrumentation and Processing Software

The acquisition of the spectral data of the leather samples was carried out by a push-
scan NIR hyperspectral imaging system (Wuling Optical Co. Ltd., Taiwan, China), as shown
in Figure 2, whose core components were as follows: NIR spectrometer (ImSpector N17E,
China), spectral range from 890 to 1728 nm, spectral resolution 3.27 nm; image element
number 320 × 320 pixels, camera spatial resolution 273 µm; S31/f2.0 camera lens; 150 W
halogen light source; step sample moving table (IRCP0076-1COMB, China); computer
equipped with Spectral-image imaging software (version 1.3) and HIS-Analyzer analysis
software (version 2.4).
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The subsequent processing software used included ENVI 5.3 (extraction of spectral
information), MATLAB R2019b (spectral transformation processing), Origin 2018 (plotting
and data analysis), and IBM SPSS Statistics 27 (discriminant analysis).

2.4. Hyperspectral Image Acquisition and Data Pre-Processing

The lights were turned on in advance to warm up for 10 min, and the hyperspectral
image acquisition software was started to observe whether the camera connection was
correct. The leather samples were laid flat on the carrier table in order of the rules of
the species, keeping a certain distance between the samples to prevent any influence due
to mutual overlap. The relevant parameters were set to ensure that complete and clear
images of the samples were obtained such as the exposure time, the distance between
the lens and the sample, the camera focal length, and light source intensity. Moreover,
the average digital quantization value (DN) in the standard calibration white board was
adjusted to approximately 80% (3200) of the maximum DN value (4096) stored in the CCD.
The moving speed of the stepper stage was adjusted to 3.75 mm/s, so that the acquired
sample images would not be distorted or deformed, and the experimental efficiency would
be maximized. The entire experiment was conducted in a dark box to prevent interference
from external light, and spectral data measurements of a standard white board and dark
current were performed before sample image acquisition. The images were acquired using
the flesh side of the leather for the experiments to circumvent the effects of leather coating
and processing.

The presence of a dark current in the hyperspectral imager and the noise generated by
the uneven light intensity distribution impacted the leather sample images. In addition,
the spectral data in the hyperspectral images were stored in the form of DN values for
each pixel point, which represented the light intensity of each pixel point and needed to be
converted into reflectance for further analysis. Therefore, black and white board correction
pre-processing is necessary, and the equation is as follows:

Rre f =
DNraw − DNdark

DNwhite − DNdark
(1)

where Rre f is the corrected hyperspectral image; DNraw is the original hyperspectral image;
DNwhite is the calibration image of the standard white board; DNdark is the calibration
image of the dark current.

The hyperspectral images of the leather samples corrected by the black and white
board were selected as the region of interest (ROI), and the spectra of all pixels in the region
were averaged to obtain a total of 150 pixel × 150 pixel ROI mean spectra of 56 leather
samples. The ROI mean spectra of the same type of leather were then averaged to obtain a
standard spectrum for each type of leather. The Savitzky–Golay (second-order polynomial
with five points) smoothed mean spectra were chosen to reduce the negative impact of
noise on the spectral analysis. At the same time, the spectral data near the measurement
boundary of the sensor were deleted, and only the spectral data in the range of 960–1650 nm
with a high signal-to-noise ratio were retained for subsequent analysis.

2.5. Spectral Feature Parameters

Using hyperspectral imaging systems to identify leather species allows for the qualita-
tive analysis of its composition in terms of hyperspectral profile characteristics. It enables
the extraction of spectral feature parameters for quantitative analysis of the spectral pro-
file. The standard spectral feature parameters are the absorption position (P), depth (H),
width (W), area (S), symmetry (AA), and absorption index (SAI) of the spectrum. In this
study, the absorption position (P), depth (H), width (W), and area (S) of the spectra were
selected (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the spectral characteristic parameters (the absorption position (P),
depth (H), width (W), and area (S)).

Absorption position (P) is the wavelength position corresponding to the lowest re-
flectance of the absorption valley of the spectral curve. Absorption depth (H) is the distance
between the lowest point of the absorption valley reflectance and the highest point of the
absorption peak at the shoulder. Absorption width (W) is the spectral bandwidth between
the two shoulders of the absorption valley. Absorption area (S) is the area between the
lowest reflectivity point of the absorption valley and the two shoulders.

3. Research Results
3.1. Material Composition and Structure

Natural leather is made by processing the dermis layer of animal skin, and only the
collagen fibers and the fundamental structural tissue made up of collagen fibers in the
dermis layer are retained. Collagen exists in the form of collagen fibers, making it the
primary component of natural leather. Collagen is a structural protein with a relative
molecular mass of about 300 KDa, with a superhelix structure formed by intertwining
three alpha-peptide chains [30]. Like other proteins, collagen has its unique amino acid
composition and order of arrangement. The elemental composition of amino acids is
an amino group and a carboxyl group attached to the α-carbon atom of the main chain
at each end, and a side chain R group and a hydrogen atom attached to the other two
ends. The basic structure of amino acids is shown in Figure 4, and the different amino
acids only differed in the side chains. Sufficient studies have shown that the amino acid
composition and collagen content from different animal sources vary, especially in the
imino amino acids (proline and hydroxyproline) [31]. The imino amino acid content of
deer skin is approximately 23%, followed by pig skin at approximately 22%, and cattle
skin at approximately 21%. Fish collagen has a much lower content of imino acids than
mammals, about 15% [32]. Additionally, neither hydroxylysine nor hydroxyproline was
found in shark skin.

Regenerated leather is one of the alternatives to natural leather, and the fibers used
are leather scraps that have been shredded to a certain extent by grinding machines. In
addition, regenerated leather is filled with adhesives such as rubber. A detailed analysis
of the component content is not possible due to the intricacy of the sources of natural
components and the complexity of creating regenerated leather materials.
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SEM was used to provide cross-sectional and fibrous structural characteristics of
different leather samples (Figure 5). The structure of natural leather could be divided
into a grain layer, a reticular layer, and a flesh layer. Collagen fibers were naturally
woven into the structure of each layer in the form of fiber bundles. There was variability
in the tightness of the collagen fiber weave of different types of natural leathers, and
the percentage of the thickness of the reticular layer had distinct characteristics. Cattle
leather was generally thicker, with collagen fibers from the tight mesh layer gradually
showing loose characteristics. Sheep leather collagen fibers were woven more closely,
and the layered boundary was not noticeable. Pig leather had a prominent layered
structure, with thicker collagen fiber bundles in the middle and upper part of the
reticulated layer. Deer leather had the most loosely woven collagen fibers compared to
other natural leathers. Distinctive scale features could be observed in all cross-sections of
the natural leather of reptiles. Lizard leather had a semi-elliptical scale structure in cross-
section, and the collagen fibers in the middle of the reticular layer were loosely woven.
Snake leather was thin, with a cross-section of obliquely protruding scale structures
and an overall oblique delamination boundary. The fibers of crocodile leather were
tightly and regularly woven, with subtle cross-sectional scale features and thick fiber
bundles in the middle and lower parts near the flesh surface layer. The regenerated
leather had no layered structure, the collagen fibers were of varying thicknesses, and
the body resembled cardboard. After the mechanical action of the grinder, the collagen
fibers in the regenerated leather lost their three-dimensional weave network and were
irregularly distributed. Additionally, due to the material used and the processing
process of regenerated leather, its fiber bundle edge profile was blurred, and the outline
was unclear.
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3.2. Spectral Characteristics Analysis of Different Kinds of Leathers

The trends in the raw reflectance spectral curves of the mammalian and reptile natural
leathers were basically the same (Figure 6). The mammalian and reptilian natural leathers
had similar spectral features near 1200 and 1500 nm. The positions of the characteristic
peaks were almost identical because their primary components are collagen, whose general
structural formula is R–CH(NH2)–COOH [33]. The absorption features near 1200 nm and
1500 nm originated from the secondary octave absorption of C–H fundamental vibrations
and the primary octave absorption of the N–H and O–H stretching vibrations in the
proteins, respectively [34]. There were differences in the reflectance of different types
of natural leathers, partly due to slight differences in the composition of amino acids in
natural leathers from different sources. The process of dyeing and manufacturing leather
specimens also affected the reflectance strength of the specimens [35]. At the same time,
researchers have also shown that the density of the material weave correlates with the
variability in reflectance intensity in the near-infrared region (NIR), with lower weave
density materials being able to transmit light better, resulting in lower reflectance [36]. The
black deer leather samples had the loosest fiber weave and exhibited a better ability for
light absorption, which led to a lower reflectance.

The regenerated leather was made from the edge waste of natural leather reprocessed
by adhesives and contained a small number of collagen fibers. As a result, the regenerated
leather exhibited spectral characteristics similar to those of the natural leather part, with
only weak absorption peaks near 1500 nm and reflectance values all smaller than those
of various kinds of natural leathers, except for deer leather. One of the essential pieces of
information to identify regenerated leather was that the only distinctive peaks of regener-
ated leather had a lower absorption depth, width, and area than the characteristic peaks
of natural leathers at the same position. The original reflectance spectra of the natural
and regenerated leather were analyzed, and the distinguishability between natural and
regenerated leathers was demonstrated.
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lizard, snake, and crocodile).

3.3. First-Order Derivative Pre-Processing of Hyperspectral Data

From the spectral characteristics of different kinds of leathers, it could be seen that there
were some differences in the number, position, intensity, and area of the characteristic peaks
of natural leathers and regenerated leather in the range of 960–1650 nm. The classification
of regenerated leather could be achieved by comparing the spectral curves with the naked
eye. However, the number of characteristic peaks of different kinds of natural leathers in
this band range was small, and the difference was slight. Furthermore, it was not easy to
achieve the qualitative identification of all kinds of natural leathers only by feature analysis.

Figure 7 shows the raw spectral curves of the seven crocodile leather specimens.
Although the positions and numbers of the characteristic peaks of the crocodile leather
specimens remained consistent, there were differences in the overall reflectance intensity
among the specimens. The phenomenon that the overall reflectance intensity of the identical
crocodile leather specimens fluctuated between 0.7 and 0.95 is called “baseline drift”,
affecting the accuracy of spectral analysis and subsequent identification models. Therefore,
it is necessary to highlight the characteristic differences between different kinds of natural
leathers with the help of pre-processing algorithms to establish an identification model
with broad applicability and high accuracy.
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In spectral analysis, the first-order derivative is the slope of the tangent line to the
curve at each data point, reflecting the rate of change of the original spectral curve. To a
certain extent, the spectral data transformed by first-order derivatives can remove the linear
and near-linear components from the original data and highlight the inflection and extreme
points of the original reflectance curve [37]. The formula for the first-order derivative
transformation is as follows:

FDR(λi)
=

(
R(λi+1)

− R(λi)

)
/(λi+1 − λi) (2)

where FDR(λi)
is the value of the first-order derivative at wavelength i; R(λi+1)

, R(λi)
are

the reflectance at wavelengths i + 1, i, respectively.
These seven kinds of natural leathers produced characteristic peaks in the 1120–1260 nm

and 1330–1570 nm wavelength ranges. Moreover, the negative pole point of the first-order
derivative value (the point with the fastest rate of decrease of the spectral curve) was
generated near 1423 nm (Figure 8). The following analysis could be obtained based on the
shape of the curve of the first-order derivative transformed spectrum. In the 960–1650 nm
range, the reflection spectrum curve of deer leather increased. Therefore, its first-order
derivative value was always positive in this range, and the number of characteristic peaks
of the first-order derivative curve was less than that of the other natural leathers. The
first-order derivative transformed spectral trend of lizard leather in 1120–1260 nm differed
from other leathers, with “convex” characteristic peaks. The snake leather produced a
distinct secondary characteristic peak in 1120–1260 nm at 1147 nm. The characteristic
peaks of porcine leather in the 960–1650 nm range were most sharply expressed. First-
order derivative processing could effectively solve the problem of the “baseline drift” of
the original spectrum and more easily recognize different kinds of leathers. The spectral
differences of different kinds of leather were highlighted, thus laying a good foundation
for further improving the identification accuracy.
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3.4. Hyperspectral Data Dimensionality Reduction and Preliminary Classification

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical method that replaces multiple
indicators with as few new indicators as representative of the original data and does
not overlap [38]. Because the first-order derivative treatment could highlight the spectral
differences of different types of leathers more, the first-order derivative transformed spectra
of natural leathers were selected for principal component analysis in this study.

The cumulative contribution of the first ten principal components reached 99.9%.
There was some overlap in the distribution of the seven different natural leather type
ratings on PC1 and PC2. However, the distribution of the seven different types of natural
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leathers had patterns when paired with the PC2 and PC3 scores. The distribution of leather
varied by quadrant, with sheep leather predominating in the first quadrant, crocodile
leather predominating in the second quadrant, pig leather predominating in the third
quadrant, and deer leather predominating in the fourth (Figure 9). The distribution of lizard
leathers, dispersed in different locations throughout the third quadrant, demonstrated
characteristics between the clustered and scattered samples. The scattered distribution
of cattle and snake leather might have had some degree of relationship to the selection
of the experimental samples because, compared to the other types of leather, the two
types used for testing contained the most significant degree of sample possibilities from
different manufacturers. Of course, several other types of leather were also combined with
samples from different makers with different production processes. According to the score
chart, we could obtain a more detailed comparison of the composition content of the seven
kinds of natural leathers and achieve a preliminary classification of natural leathers. It
replaced the 211 band variables in the hyperspectral data with 10 principal component
score variables, compressing the data to the original 4.7%. It both reduced the complexity
of the identification model and increased the efficiency of the model operations.
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Figure 9. (a) The plot of the natural leather scores on PC1 and PC2; (b) plot of the natural leather
scores on PC2 and PC3; (c) plot of the natural leather scores on PC1 and PC3; (d) 3D scatter plot of
the principal component scores for natural leathers.
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3.5. Establishment and Validation of a Model for the Identification of Natural Leather Species

The content of the natural leather components varied between different species, as
shown by the PCA. However, the distribution of the seven different types of natural
leather overlapped, and a more suitable aggregation effect was required. Unsupervised
principal component analysis (PCA), along with supervised discriminant analysis (DA),
has been demonstrated to be an efficient way to lessen the likelihood of over-fitting in
pure DA models [39]. The combination of both PCA and DA has achieved good results in
other material identification fields, providing a reference for the identification of leather
materials. Therefore, we further identified the types of natural leathers with discriminant
analysis. The top ten significant component scores for the natural leathers were employed
as independent variables. Next, we set values 1 through 7 to the following grouping
variables: leather from cattle, sheep, pigs, deer, lizards, snakes, and crocodiles, respectively.
In order to conduct a discriminant analysis using the dataset, SPSS software was used to
acquire typical discriminant functions and the Bayes classification functions.

According to the model’s first six typical discriminant functions and the Wilks′ Lambda
test results, the classification effect of these six typical discriminant functions for the natural
leathers was confirmed to be significant based on p-value less than 0.01 [40]. Among them,
the first two discriminant functions cumulatively explained 94.2% of the discriminant
model ability, and the correlation coefficients were all greater than 98%. These results
illustrate the main contribution of discriminant functions 1 and 2 in identifying the
seven natural leather species. The seven types of natural leathers were well clustered on
functions 1 and 2 and distributed in different spatial locations, making it easy to identify
the species (Figure 10). All leathers of the same animal origin showed good clustering,
which show that the combination of PCA and DA did help to achieve the classification of
natural leathers.
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The typical discriminant function cannot immediately identify the unknown leather
category. Therefore, it was necessary to calculate all of the data (such as the center-of-mass
functions for each of the seven types of natural leather samples, the scores of the typical
discriminant functions, and the distances between unknown samples and each leather
center-of-mass) before establishing the classification criteria for the species. This complex
and huge computation is challenging in terms of meeting the efficiency requirements
of online testing. However, the direct identification of leather types was made possible
by the Bayes classification function, which was produced using discriminant analysis.
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Forty-nine spectral data from natural leathers were used as training samples. The dis-
criminant functions of the seven kinds of natural leathers were gained by the method
of “first-order derivative—principal component analysis—discriminant analysis”, which
are Equations (3)–(9). The discriminative results could be obtained by comparing the
magnitude of the function values by substituting the samples of unknown classification
into the classification function equations. Whichever classification function had the most
considerable calculated value indicated the class of leather to which the piece belonged.

Cattle leather: y1(x) = −23.988 + 0.274x1 + 36.375x2 − 2.133x3 + 34.965x4 − 12.816x5 − 13.41x6−
17.563x7 − 4.116x8 − 6.276x9 + 1.864x10

(3)

Sheep leather: y2(x) = −29.091− 25.368x1 − 40.769x2 + 28.291x3 − 31.162x4 − 0.556x5 − 0.759x6+

1.355x7 − 7.47x8 + 7.314x9 − 4.681x10
(4)

Pig leather: y3(x) = −62.809− 1.802x1 + 52.61x2 − 16.3x3 + 64.294x4 − 22.306x5 − 19.998x6−
18.337x7 − 6.16x8 − 17.856x9 + 5.604x10

(5)

Deer leather: y4(x) = −384.068 + 96.979x1 + 235.173x2 − 80.397x3 + 172.832x4 − 18.375x5 − 27.69x6−
38.006x7 + 10.42x8 − 32.816x9 + 18.881x10

(6)

Lizard leather: y5(x) = −81.477− 8.741x1 − 89.215x2 + 8.814x3 − 80.624x4 + 24.759x5 + 25.382x6+

29.445x7 + 8.735x8 + 16.21x9 − 6.14x10
(7)

Snake leather: y6(x) = −72.93− 24.864x1 − 94.058x2 + 22.683x3 − 83.986x4 + 15.252x5 + 19.944x6+

24.954x7 + 2.484x8 + 16.955x9 − 6.459x10
(8)

Crocodile leather: y7(x) = −18.309− 19.024x1 − 23.185x2 + 20.347x3 − 10.443x4 − 1.953x5 − 0.117x6−
1.654x7 − 6.194x8 + 2.764x9 − 2.927x10

(9)

where x1–x10 represent the scores of the first ten principal components of the first-order
derivative spectrum, respectively.

This study tested the classification model established for the seven pieces of natural
leather using self-back generation tests and cross-validation. The self-back generation test
is a direct prediction validation using training data. Cross-validation, or knife-cutting,
divided the data into ten sets. One at a time was selected for the validation set and the
remaining nine for the training set, so the validation set had ten possibilities. The mode’s
test classification rate reached 98%, and only one crocodile leather specimen did not receive
the correct classification. Furthermore, the cross-validation classification rate of this model
was 91.8% correct (shown in Table 1). The overall accuracy of the discriminant model was
above 90%, with good prediction results, so it can be practically applied in the identification
of natural leather types.

Unlike traditional FTIR spectroscopy, which only acquires spectral information
of a single sample at a time, a hyperspectral imaging system can acquire images and
the spectral information of multiple samples simultaneously, meeting the basic require-
ment of fast and efficient online inspection. Even though mass spectrometry, which
has emerged in recent years, has made convincing achievements in leather material
identification, this method still causes minor damage to the leather samples and is semi-
nondestructive [6,10]. The hyperspectral imaging system used in this study was not
limited to the sample size and also avoided the damage caused by the pre-treatment
procedure, which did not even cause subsequent routine usage on the experimental
sample. Therefore, the method proposed in this study could be used as a non-destructive
tool for leather material identification.
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Table 1. Classification model validation results for seven types of natural leathers.

Inspection
Methods

Types of
Natural
Leathers

Prediction Team Member Information

TotalCattle
Leather

Sheep
Leather

Pig
Leather

Deer
Leather

Lizard
Leather

Snake
Leather

Crocodile
Leather

Back generation test

Cattle leather 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
Sheep leather 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 8

Pig leather 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6
Deer leather 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 6

Lizard leather 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 10
Snake leather 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 6

Crocodile leather 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 7
Correct rate (%) 100 100 100 100 100 100 85.7 98

Cross-validation

Cattle leather 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 6
Sheep leather 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 8

Pig leather 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6
Deer leather 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 6

Lizard leather 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 10
Snake leather 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 6

Crocodile leather 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 7
Correct rate (%) 50 100 100 100 100 100 85.7 91.8

4. Conclusions

This study obtained the standard spectral information of natural and regenerated
leathers based on a hyperspectral imaging system. The hyperspectral characteristics of var-
ious kinds of leather were analyzed. The results showed that the regenerated and natural
leather spectra were distinguishable regarding the location, depth, and area of the charac-
teristic peaks. In contrast, the spectral curves of different kinds of natural leathers had some
commonality. This is because the main component of both is collagen. Qualitative identifi-
cation of all classes of leather needed to be conducted with the help of pre-processing and
classification algorithms. First-order derivative pre-processing enabled the correction of the
“baseline drift” phenomenon while highlighting the spectral differences of different types
of leather. The principal component analysis could extract the top ten indicators carrying
99.9% of the original information and realize the descending and preliminary classification
of the natural leather hyperspectral data. The “FD–PCA–DA” model established could
better identify the natural leather species, and the correct classification rate reached 98%.
This study confirmed that the hyperspectral imaging system could be applied to leather
material identification and that the method met the requirements of being non-destructive
and an efficient online inspection of batch work. This research is important to protect the
rights of leather consumers through scientific and digital approaches by developing the
leather testing industry. The leather samples used in this study were highly representative
of the types of leather available on the market. These materials are widely used in the textile
field and appear in large quantities in the industrial field and even in the art field in display
items such as leather paintings and leather books. Future research will concentrate on
improving the algorithm to enhance the correct recognition rate and applying the proposed
method to identify a broader range of leather materials.
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